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Online reputation is very much important for the success of your company, since 70% of U.S.
familiesâ€™ use online shopping for purchasing products and services. A Â¬bad reputation will make you
unworthy for the trust of the customers. If you have a good reputation, you should do, whatever it
needs, to keep it safe.

The impression a customer gets while surfing the internet for your company, your products and
services, is your online reputation. It includes the posts, reviews, comments about your company
and its products and services. Reviews and ratings are very important, as 75% online shoppers
consider those things for purchasing. Make sure that you have a high standard of reputation.

Reviews and blogs or comments are generally called user-generated content which can be made by
anyone. Social media websites like Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube are common places for user
generated-content. But there are more review sites like Angieâ€™s List, Yelp, Four Square, and
Epinions which are very popular. Visitors often post reviews or comments of local businesses in
user-generated content directory sites like Google Places, Yahoo, and Bing Local. There are lots of
place where customers can find information, reviews about your company.

Online reputation is influential to your business. It can attract customers or drive them away.
Employees, business partners, investors may check your reputation before getting involved with
your company. Journalists and reporters will also take an account of online history before publishing
a story on your business.

To judge your online reputation you need to type your company name online and see. You should
try at least 3 of top search engines like Google, Yahoo, and Bing. Search results may vary by
search engines. Make sure that, you also check your name, your brand, your products, your
employees for further judgment.

Having a good review on page 1 of top search engines is very important as 90% of the customers
never go beyond page one. It helps your business to grow well. Oppositely, if you have bad review
on page one, it will give destroy your business, no matter how much good review you have on page
next.

Watching and monitoring the online reputation to avoid, diminish or reduce bad reviews is called
online reputation management. It involves suppressing the bad contents by exposing the positive
contents. OMR replaces the negative contents with the positive ones and thereby driving off the
negative contents from the search engine result pages.

Pro-active and re-active are the two services of OMR. Pro-active helps an established company
build on a good base and to get a positive reputation. Re-active helps you to regenerate your good
reputation back, if bad reviews appear. You can request your previous customer to post good
reviews from which press releases; blog posts, social media and many more can be made. Your
main goal is to push off those negative reviews from page 1.

Online reputation management is a continuous process. It helps you to make a good reputation of
your company and to correct the negative reviews immediately after their appearance.
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